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Introduction
The intent and strategic guidance by President Bush has been clear--to be proactive in placing our efforts to preserve peace, maintain security and to be ready to take appropriate action against terrorism, anywhere in the world. President Bush provided the impetus to meet these challenges, as he summarized his National Security Strategy (NSS) in June 2002 when he stated, "If we wait for threats to fully materialize, we will have waited too long. In the world we have entered, the only path to safety is the path of action. And this nation will act." 2 To do this, our military must be properly manned in a readiness posture to carry out the pre-emptive requirements associated with the National Security Strategy. Implementing guidance and operational concepts must be addressed in order to ensure the transition from a containment strategy around the globe to a strategy of pre-emption. 3 The Army Chief of Staff, General George Casey has reiterated, "The US has been at war for over six years. Our Army-Active, Guard and Reserve-has been a leader in this war and has been fully engaged in Iraq, Afghanistan, and defending the homeland. 4 The US needs additional ground forces to effectively continue the fight in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). Almost 600,000 Soldiers are serving on active duty and over 250,000 are deployed to nearly 80 countries worldwide. General Casey also points out that the coming decades are likely to be ones of persistent conflictwhich will continue to challenge personnel manning as the Army will continue to have a central role in implementing the National Security Strategy (NSS) and must have available forces to meet the challenges. General Casey sums it up--While the Army remains the best led, best trained, and best equipped Army in the world, it is out of balance. 5 Transformational force structure and distribution change is needed.
As General Casey points out, the force inventory is being consumed as fast as the Army can man it, train it and build it into cohesive units. The Army's top priority over the next several years is to restore balance through four imperatives: Sustain, Prepare, Reset, and Transform. A high operational tempo and low personnel inventory have compounded the balance problem.
This paper addresses transforming distribution of forces in Korea and Japan to accelerate force structure for the deploying units with lower fill rates of combat personnel than ever in the GWOT. This, coupled with the requirements of multiple deployments, require additional military personnel to adequately provide readiness stability to the units. The requirements currently exceed the available Army inventory, and this is stressing the Army personnel manning system.
One area that is an issue is that of stabilization in overseas units. The Army is allowing its highly-valued personnel to extend in Korea using the Army's Incentive Program (AIP), a stabilization policy that offers bonus incentives for continued OCONUS tours of duty in Korea. These personnel are allowed to extend in Korea and Japan while the nation's fight is in Iraq and Afghanistan. The combat forces could be better distributed to units that are deploying. The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is safe, which offers the question of who has the real priority of fill for forces and why are units still deploying under manned? The policy of extending Soldier's tour lengths and allowing additional dependent (accompanied family) tours in PACOM must be reexamined. The Army must restrict the AIP stabilization policy and redistribute its PACOM forces to meet the operational needs of the warfighting commanders.
The Army's plan to institute a troop surge to constitute GWOT units depends on having an available Army personnel inventory ready for assignment to these new units.
With critical shortages in key military specialties such as Logistics, Aviation
Maintenance, Ordnance, Military Police, Communications, Medical and Intelligence, the Army is standing up new Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs) with considerable training and readiness risks. The Army personnel system has significant manning issues and this creates a need for units to rely on a cross-level of personnel process that further complicates the problem. Commands have been allowed to reassign personnel from the BCTs that have just returned from deployment which means that the life-cycle management process is by-passed, and impacts units as they start to prepare to train and reset for the next deployment cycle. The Army fills these surge units with a high density of Initial Entry Training (IET) personnel, which places a requirement for leaders to develop a competent war fighting unit. An option to consider would be to redistribute current forces that are in the Asian-Pacific Region.
History of Korea-US Alliance
The history of Korea is important to review. Transforming the ROK-US Alliance, an in-depth study by ROK Army Colonel Sang Jo Jeon, chronicles the significant ROK developments since the 1990s. 6 The US National Security Strategy reinforces that the security of South Korea will be always be protected. Today's groundbreaking ceremony (at Camp Humphreys) is a testament to the enduring nature of our solemn commitment as allies to Korea. We celebrate years of hard work, wise planning, and close cooperation to build a stronger, better-equipped and mature alliance, one that will address the challenges ahead, particularly our common mission to secure lasting peace in Northeast Asia. Our joint efforts to transform and realign USFK, to implement the transition of wartime operational control, as well as Korea's own efforts to modernize its forces through the Defense Reform 2020 initiative, all serve to strengthen the combined deterrence and defense capabilities of this remarkable US-ROK Alliance. In the coming years, President Lee says the US-ROK Alliance must do five important things to maintain a strong alliance. First, he says the Alliance must continue to serve as a firm foundation for resolving the North Korean nuclear issue. Secondly, the Alliance must pave the way to establish a permanent peace regime on the Korean Peninsula. Thirdly, the Alliance must secure the continued role of the US as a stabilizer in the region, thus promoting common prosperity. Fourthly, the Alliance must be an essential element in building a regional security and cooperation mechanism and the fifth key to continued security is that the Alliance must promote universal values and enhance the cooperation on a range of global issues including counter-terrorism.
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The time is now to transform the force structure in the region and to make the security of the region align with a capability-based strategy. The Republic of Korea and the US are united and welcome diplomatic progress and force structure changes; the window of opportunity to change the relationship with North Korea is open.
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He summarizes with the following excerpt from his speech:
An important agreement was reached between President Roh and President Bush in Washington in September, 2006. The two presidents agreed to undertake a "common and broad approach" toward the North Korean nuclear issue, based on a shared vision for the future of the Korean peninsula and Northeast Asia. Currently, North Korea promises to disable its major nuclear facilities and declare all of its nuclear programs by the end of the year.
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Likewise, inter-Korean relations are expanding and improving along with the denuclearization process, as witnessed at the inter-Korean Summit in Pyongyang early last month. Seoul and Washington share the view that negotiations can lead toward the establishment of a permanent peace regime on the Korean peninsula. The US is entering into unexplored territory of disabling nuclear programs by negotiation. The peaceful resolution of nuclear issues will also have significant bearings on global efforts for non-proliferation, including in the Middle East, an important precedent for the peaceful settlement of issues through negotiation.
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This effort will bring forth concentric circles of cooperation and harmony in the region, instead of a confrontational fault line. These circles will likely expand to the establishment of a peace regime on the Korean peninsula and then to the formation of a Northeast Asia multilateral security and cooperation dialogue. 23 The US considers political stability crucial to South Korea's economic development and in maintaining the security balance on the peninsula and most importantly, the preservation of peace in northeast Asia. A key factor in maintaining peace and stability in the region is keeping the Korean Peninsula free of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). 24 
Summary of Country Strategies and Alliances in the Asia-Pacific Region China
The region's most influential powers must be forefront in any discussion concerning change with implications for stabilization of the region-and any country which presents questionable security risks must be thoroughly assessed by US strategic decision makers. The first county to review is China. China's strategy in Pacific
Region is not entirely clear. This is most concerning and will impact any decision to redistribute US ground forces in PACOM.
With uncertainty in what strategic moves China will enact, the security of the region is still in question. China continues with ramped up rhetoric concerning Taiwan and this is a huge concern to US policy makers as caution must be applied in making strategic placement of forces.
To counter that concern, a more optimistic view is to note that China has been actively pursuing a neighboring diplomacy aimed at cultivating cooperative relations with neighboring countries and regions. China is attempting to play a strong leadership role in forming an East Asian Community and led the first-ever East Asian Summit by urging for the creation of a free-trade area with Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries and is actively engaging through diplomatic efforts to build a framework of strategic dialogue with major countries and regions. This may the road to the future for Asia. The summit marked a significant step in the direction of establishing a region-wide community of East Asia, much like that of the European Union.
China's goal to cultivate a cooperative relationship with Japan in order to pursue productive neighboring diplomacy is gaining momentum. 25 In this context, China is seeking to break the prolonged deadlock in its relations with Japan, which are usually described as cold politically, yet warm, economically. 26 In April 2005, a series of antiJapanese demonstrations took place in major Chinese cities including Beijing and Shanghai, and even though President Hu placed importance on China's relations with Japan, differences have surfaced within his administration reflecting the strong antiJapanese public sentiment. 27 China's rapidly expanding arsenal of ballistic missiles and submarines has tilted the military balance between China and Taiwan in China's favor and has increased the tension to moving forward in negotiations. 28 China's pace in the modernization of its military, the continuance of the Taiwan issue, and China's assistance in North Korea's nuclear development program is a major concern of the US. China also supplies North Korea with most of its energy through shipments of oil and coal, possibly providing as much as 80 percent of its energy needs.
On the positive side of diplomatic development, the US and China are strengthening their relations in areas of political, economic, and military cooperation.
The relations between the two powers are improving and this offers support to the idea and concept that a redistribution of forces in PACOM is a viable option and presents the best opportunity for military force changes, than at any time in the past 50 years.
North Korea
North Korea is the center of attention in discussing peace and stability in the region. The issue of North Korea having a nuclear capability is the greatest concern to regional stability. The US position is that North Korea's nuclear problems should be resolved through a multilateral framework, such as the Six-party Talks (SPTs). These are a series of meetings between the six regional powers who can discuss the issues at hand and influence the right decisions to be made for the benefit of all. The SPT nations include The People's Republic of China, the Republic of Korea (ROK), the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea), the US, the Russian Federation, and Japan.
These talks began as a result of North Korea withdrawing from the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) in 2003, and they began scheduled meetings in July 2005.
The North Korean government tried originally to counterbalance the US by officially admitting to having nuclear weapons and then announced indefinite suspension of its participation in the SPTs, accusing the US of continuing its hostile policy toward Pyongyang. 29 The US employed a "carrot-and-stick" diplomacy to coax North Korea to attend the SPTs, and as a result, other, non-nuclear, issues, such as the normalization of North Korea's diplomatic relations with Japan and the US were agreed on. Japan Defending Japan's mainland and islands still assumes top priority for the Japanese Self Defense Forces (SDF). It is inconceivable that a full-scale ground attack on Japan, a situation envisaged in the Cold War era, will ever be carried out. Rather, under the security environment now prevailing, there is a mounting necessity to provide protection against new, evolving threats such as a ballistic missile attack or an attack on Japan's offshore islands. Thus, the Japanese government has changed its force structure and resource-allocation priorities within the limits allowed by the nation's budgetary authorizations.
The new National Defense Program Guidance (NDPG) places an emphasis on cooperation by Japan as an ally the US and with the international community. In an ever changing, increased-globalized world, SDF must also expand and deepen its international cooperation and be prepared to deal with regional and global security problems. The new NDPG promotes this idea further. 37 The Commander, US Forces, Japan (USFJ), and 5th Air Force, Lt. Gen Bruce "Orville" Wright, reaffirmed that the Japanese and US military forces are well postured to deter threats and protect common interests in Asia. 38 The road map for 2014
Realignment will remain essential to transforming regional US military presence for the long-term as it incorporates plans to strengthen alliance defense capabilities. The US retains the right to wage preemptive attacks against countries or terrorist organizations that constitute a threat to its security. Under NSS guidance, the US will adjust its forces based on the Global Defense Posture Review (GDPR) in concert with its military strategies and will actively seek to deter nuclear development. 40 The NSS offers clarity of US policy in the six party Talks by stating:
The US is actively participating in the Six-party Talk framework to maintain peace discussions and stability incentives in the region. The North Korean regime poses a serious nuclear proliferation challenge and presents a long and bleak record of duplicity and bad-faith negotiations. In the past, the regime has attempted to split the United States from its allies. This time, the United States has successfully forged a consensus among key regional partners -China, Japan, Russia, and the Republic of Korea (ROK) -that the DPRK must give up all of its existing nuclear programs. 41 The US still plans to withdraw a third of its 37,000 troops stationed in South Korea over the next five years. This is one of the most significant realignment of US forces in PACOM in half a century. The withdrawal underscores a broader move by the Pentagon to transform its forces from traditional, fixed bases into more mobile forces for rapid global deployments. 42 Also, the US deployed 3,600 combat troops from South Korea to Iraq, the largest drawdown of American forces from Korea since the end of the Korean War. The planned reduction of 12,500 Soldiers from the peninsula over the next five years draws mixed reviews but generally viewed optimistically as a "win-win" situation for the US and South Korea. areas of mutual economic benefit. 46 The Parties have agreed to the following:
1. Promote and strengthen co-operation in the field of economic competition policy 2. Co-operation of mutual interests in:
• improvement of legal framework on restrictive business practices, unfair competition; state antimonopoly control and regulation
• exchange of technical experience in the field of investigation of cases, concerning the infringement of competition legislation
• effective functioning of both product markets and stock markets Military Capability of South Korea
The strength of the ROK defense structure resides in the combat power of their ground forces and modernized improvements to weapons platforms. The area needing most attention is for improvements to their command and control (C2) structure. This appears to be the foremost obstacle to ROK assuming USFK missions.
The US and ROK have completed most of the military transfer of operational missions from USFK forces to the ROK military and the final transition is on schedule.
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The US-ROK hand off for the counter-battery fire mission against North Korean artillery units along the DMZ and the Joint Security Area (JSA) in Panmunjom will be in place soon. The multilateral training during the years of the alliance is paying dividends in this effort. There has been a seamless transition in the change of responsibility missions.
There are some capability improvements that need to be addressed in the transition. US forces rely on sophisticated command and control systems to integrate intelligence sensors, such as weapons locating radars, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and direct observation. Improvements in the area of command and control 
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This chart shows that South Korea has the necessary economic means to modernize, train and maintain a highly capable, modern military force. South Korea's defense budget is one of the largest in the world; a factor to consider for any adversary.
China's military spending bears watching as an exponentially large portion of its GNP go toward military modernization and this presents a great concern regarding stability in the region. The Korean peninsula is of vital strategic importance, base on being geographically placed in the commercial sea routes and also economically. Not only do the international sea lanes route through the Korean waters, South Korea is close proximity with two of the world's largest economies, China and Japan. Thus, the US vital economic interests must be considered and appropriate forces must be postured to prevent catastrophic events that could disrupt global economics. The South
Korean host nation support and the prepositioned war materiel in South Korea offer the best forward base logistics in the Pacific. This offers an argument for US forces to remain on the Korean peninsula; however, the US joint strike forces can be comprised of sea and air forces and that would constitute a quick strike force with a composition of forces to deter any aggressor. This will allow plans to continue for the redistribution US ground forces to continue.
Diplomatic Concerns and Issues
The Korea. 68 Richard Halloran, a respected security strategist, offers five diplomatic options for the US to consider in negotiating a reduction of forces in PACOM:
• Seek to retain the status quo with cosmetic changes to appease critics.
• Move the headquarters of US forces
• Level up the US alliance with South Korea to that of the alliance with Japan.
• Continue to close and consolidate posts: may lead to a North Korean force reduction along the DMZ.
• Undergo a unilateral withdrawal of US forces and abrogate the security treaty It is generally accepted by most strategists that Washington's military commitment to South Korea has outlived its usefulness. Also, South Koreans are increasingly voicing opposition to American forces in Korea. After World War II, the US emerged as the leader of the 'free world' and the only power strong enough to contain the Soviets, which was the primary reason for having US forces based in Korea.
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The Six-party Talks represents a significant diplomatic achievement and if all agree to institutionalize the talks on a regularly scheduled basis, an important diplomatic breakthrough in the region would be in place..
In these meetings, the US has been crystal clear about what constitutes ultimate success: "the complete, 100 percent verifiable, irreversible dismantlement of North Korea's nuclear weapons programs." However, most strategic experts seem to agree that this pronouncement is "unachievable." No arms control agreement has ever been "irreversible" nor can any verification plan achieve 100 percent reliability.
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North Korea has most recently offered to freeze its nuclear weapons and its nuclear energy efforts. Pyongyang's demands in return are that the US must take it off the "list" as a sponsor of terrorism, lift the US political, economic and military sanctions, blockade and freely supply oil, power and other energy resources to the DPRK. Most experts say these demands are politically impossible for the US to accept.
Recommendations
There are two recommendations: The first is that the Army should conduct an immediate redistribution (Summer 08-Fall 08) to incorporate a 25 percent reduction of ground forces in Korea and Japan, in conjunction with the Joint Forces Global Force
Distribution. This strategic decision will be advantageous to the Army's Life Cycle management in planning for unit fill of forces deploying to GWOT operations.
A second recommendation is to incorporate a DoD plan to fill the gap in the region by establishing a Joint Strategic Strike Force of Navy or Air Force assets. This will allow a long term strategic plan to be developed that will ensure the capability is established for tactical and strategic dominance by Navy and Air Force assets in the region. This strike force would constitute a viable rapid strike capability which would counter any offensive action envisioned by North Korea.
Redistribution of 25 percent (or more) of the US ground forces from Korea and Japan will also help ease the anti-American diplomatic tension in Korea and Japan.
Most importantly, this recommendation will provide a significant contribution to help with the Army surge will immediately impact the readiness of warfighting units.
Conclusion
There has been much discussion on the need for US ground forces in Korea and Japan and is a continuing DoD issue under review on Capitol Hill. This month, General
Burwell B. Bell, USFK Commander, testifying before Congress, revalidated the Alliance mission and clarified the progress being made in the peninsula-wide relocation efforts.
His remarks to Congress are closely monitored in Korea and Japan and his statements to Congress counter the criticism from South Korean civic groups, such as the People's Solidarity for Participatory Democracy, who have criticized the South Korean Ministry of National Defense (MND) for the costs of these moves and have demanded disclosure on who is paying the for the relocation costs and environmental purification expenses. 80 In summary, America's commitment to South Korea's security is as strong as ever. As Peter Brookes astutely points out, the real "tripwire" is the treaty, not the number of US troops in South Korea. 81 South Korea's full acceptance of responsibility to protect its homeland and continuance of the Six party Talks, will enable the US to maintain its strategic objectives in northeast Asia and allow the Army to be in a position to redistribute its ground forces as needed. This will provide the personnel to fill the Army's war fighting units and help constitute a fresh rotation of personnel for the continued deployments in a high tempo GWOT.
